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replicated using the methods described in (Kim, 2000), with the samples post-stratified by
EFULLSHORT and PFULLSHORT, as described in (Haines, 2002a). The two revision samples
were replicated using the method described in (Olson, 2002), post-stratified using the system
described in (Haines 2002b).

The full samples contained 29,136 replicates representing each cluster in the first phase of the
full sample. The revision sample contained 2,259 replicates representing each cluster selected
into the sample.

Combining of samples

The 525 EFULLSHORTs and 480 PFULLSHORTs represent collapses by age and sex of the full
set of 744 E- and 512 P post-strata, which cross in 7,584 ways, and are expanded to the full set
for calculation of population totals. The dual system estimate (DSE) of each crossed post-
stratum was calculated from the formula in (Kostanich, 2003), with an additional adjustment for
correlation bias correction, expressed as a two-step process involving a coverage correction
factor (CCF):
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h and l are the expanded E- and P-post-strata, which were collapsed to i,j for computation of rCE
and rM, which are the final correct enumeration and match rates. The rII is the adjustment of the
census count for data defined persons. Ck is the correction factor for correlation bias (set equal to
1 for post-strata that are not adjusted.)

In variance estimation, the rCE and rM are each assigned a replicate value for each cluster in the
full sample, rCEc and rMc, from which a replicate value CCFc is constructed. The principal
deliverable for variance estimation was a set of 29,136 replicate CCFhl,c for each of the 7,584
crossed post-strata, used in the calculation of variances of roll-ups and synthetic estimates and in
the construction of loss functions. A similar set of replicate CCF’s was created from a set of P-
sample data in which the outmovers had been adjusted by a raking procedure.

Combining of Crossed Post-strata

Because of the enormous number of crossed post-strata, all variances produced as part of the
A.C.E. Revision II study represented either roll-ups of post-strata or synthetic estimates of sums
of the individual post-strata. The mathematical formula for each type is the same:
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The difference between a roll-up and a synthetic estimate is that in a roll-up the Pop term is
always either the full national Census count of household persons in the crossed post-stratum or
zero, while in a synthetic estimate Pop represents the count of household persons in the post-
stratum in the universe of interest, usually a geographic area. Again, to estimate the variance,
perform the above summation for each replicate, substituting CCFhl,c into the formula to calculate
a set of Sync, and then tabulate the squared differences among the replicate synthetic estimates
from:
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where Kc is a technical adjustment necessary to avoid overstating the variance by implicitly
understating the size of the sample. Kc is equal to (1 - 1/NISSc), where NISSc is the number of
clusters in the first-phase sampling stratum (of the full A.C.E. sample) to which cluster c
belongs. If NISSc equals 1, Kc is assigned the value 1.
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